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There is a critical need to improve the accuracy of drug screening and testing through the development of in vitro
culture systems thatmore effectivelymimic the in vivo environment. Surface topographical features on the nano-
scale level, in short nanotopography, effect the cell growth patterns, and hence affect cell function in culture. We
report the preliminary results on the fabrication, and subsequent cellular growth, of nanoscale surface topogra-
phy on polymer microfilters using cell lines as a precursor to circulating tumor cells (CTCs). To create various
nanoscale features on the microfilter surface, we used reactive ion etching (RIE) with and without an etching
mask. An anodized aluminum oxide (AAO) membrane fabricated directly on the polymer surface served as an
etchingmask. Polymer filters with a variety of modified surfaces were used to compare the effects on the culture
of cancer cell lines in blank culture wells, with untreated microfilters or with RIE-treated microfilters. We then
report the differences of cell shape, phenotype and growth patterns of bladder and glioblastoma cancer cell
lines after isolation on the various types of material modifications. Our data suggest that RIE modified polymer
filters can isolate model cell lines while retaining ell viability, and that the RIE filter modification allows T24
monolayering cells to proliferate as a structured cluster.

© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

Circulating tumor cells (CTCs) are cancer cells transiting the circula-
tory system, which have originated from a primary tumor and capable
of being used as source information for cancer diagnosis and the moni-
toring of disease [1,2]. These CTCsmay provide valuable information for
personalized cancer treatment, by isolating viable patient cells and cul-
turing them to screen for their response to drugs ex vivo. However, effi-
cient isolation of CTCs from peripheral blood is challenging due to their
extreme rarity (~ one cell in every 10 [9] total blood cells) and the in-
ability to retain viable cells for culture [1–3]. Among the variety of re-
search methods developed to isolate CTCs, microfiltration is
recognized as a rapid and straightforward method of isolation of CTCs
from blood [3–11]. We have previously investigated various brands of
microfilters, reporting on the ideal microfilter properties for CTC isola-
tion, and described that retention of cell viability is applicable to filtra-
tion [4–6,12]. A commercially available, lithographically made
s).

. This is an open access article under
CellSieve™microfilter has been reported to be tailored for CTC isolation
[4–6,12]. High capture efficiency (N90%) is provided by the 160,000 pre-
cision pores, 7 μm in diameter, uniformly distributed within a 9 mmdi-
ameter area. The microfilter material has been described as
biocompatible, non-fluorescent, optically transparent and mechani-
cally/chemically stable. Further, the biologically applicable filter mate-
rial has been described as non-toxic, medical grade material,
conducive to the efficient capture of cells while retaining cell viability
during isolation, demonstrated to provide excellent capture efficiency
formost solid tumor cancer cell lines and in patient samples [4–6,12,13].

It is imperative that CTCs are isolated without compromising cell vi-
ability so that cells might be subsequently cultured, and used for diag-
nostic assays and/or in evaluating pharmacokinetics of drugs. A new
approach to capture and culture viable CTC is to use microfilter with
nanoscale surface features to change local topological interactions
[14]. It has been demonstrated that immunofunctionalized silicon
nanopillars [15] and quartz nanowires [16], as well as bare RIE-
generated nanorough glass surface [17] improves cancer cell capture.
Three-dimensional (3D) tumor cell culture using nanoculture plates,
in which nanoscale rectangular grid patterns were printed on transpar-
ent resin, has been reported [18]. Zheng et al. [19] demonstrated that
the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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culture of captured CTCs on microporous parylene-C membrane is pos-
sible. However, combining CTC isolation and patterned cell culture on
the samemicrofilterwould give the advantage of reduced cell loss,min-
imize damage and mimic physiological ex vivo cell growth, while pro-
viding a simple workflow [6,19].

RIE is a straight forward cost-effective technique to modify the
properties of substrate surface for biomedical research [20]. We sug-
gest that by modifying the nano-topographies on the microfilter sur-
face might be a simple way of affecting the phenotypic growth
patterns of cultured cells. We used RIE without masking and with
the AAO membrane as a mask. Usually an AAO membrane for
nanofabrication is obtained by a multistep anodization process
using Al foil [21,22]. The membrane is then released from the Al sub-
strate and used either as a template or as an etching mask. The fabri-
cation of thin AAO templates directly on Si wafers was also reported
[21,22]. In this work, an AAOmembrane etchingmask was fabricated
directly on a polymer microfilter surface. Here, we report our results
on RIE assisted nanopatterning of CellSieve™ polymer microfilters
for patterned cancer cell culture.
2. Experimental

CellSieve™ polymer microfilters were used in all experiments.
2.1. Fabrication

O2 RIE without masking was performed using a RIE March CS-1701
system. The O2 flow rates were varied from 10 sccm (standard cubic
centimeter per minute at standard temperature and pressure) to
45 sccm. Plasma power was 100–300W. Sample size was 4 in. in diam-
eter. The contact angles of water on the microfilter surfaces were mea-
sured at 20 °C with the sessile drop method. An inductively coupled
plasma reactive ion etching (ICP-RIE) System 100 system (Oxford In-
struments plc, Abingdon, UK) was used for polymer etching via AAO
membrane. The AAO membrane was prepared directly on the polymer
microfilter surface through a one-step anodization process. The alumi-
num deposition onto the microfilter surface was performed in a Lesker
PVD-250 electron-beam evaporator with a Sigma deposition controller.
Aluminum films with thickness of 0.5, 1 and 2 μmwere prepared using
the following parameters: base pressure: 1 × 10–8 Torr, deposition rate
20 Ǻ/s. The anodization was carried out using a Keithley 2400 power
supply at the constant voltage of 40 V in 0.3 M oxalic acid. The temper-
ature of the electrolyte was maintained at 10 °C using a jacketed beaker
and a cooling system (Fisher Scientific, Isotemp 3016D Circulator). The
solution was stirred vigorously using a magnetic stirrer in order to ac-
celerate dispersion of the heat generated by the sample during anodiza-
tion. The oxidation process was performed until the anodization was
completed andnoAl layer remained under theAAO template. The anod-
ization time was ~60, 40 and 20 min for 2, 1 and 0.5 μm thick Al layer
correspondingly. The typical area of AAO membrane was ~2 cm2.
Pores in AAOwere widened by dipping in a 0.1M phosphoric acid solu-
tion at room temperature for 40–60 min. ICP-RIE was used for both the
barrier layer removal and the following polymer etching. The barrier
layer was removed using Cl2 and BCl3 gases with chamber pressure of
7 mTorr and flow rates of 20 sccm and 10 sccm respectively. The
power of ICP was maintained at 150 W with constant RF power of
100W. Polymer etching via AAOmembrane was done with the follow-
ing parameters: O2 flow of 50 sccm, SF6 flow of 2 sccm, chamber pres-
sure of 50 mTorr, RF power of 200 W, temperature of 20 °C, and
etching time of 2 min. After polymer etching, the AAO mask was de-
tached from the microfilter surface using 3 M scotch tape. The surface
topography was characterized using a FEI Nova 600 scanning electron
microscope (SEM). Samples were sputter-coated (EMITECH) with
~10 nm of gold for SEM imaging.
2.2. Cell culture

Tumor cell lines used in this study were purchased from ATCC (Ma-
nassas, VA). These include the U251 and U87 human glioblastoma cell
lines, and the T24 human bladder cancer cell line. All cell lines were
grown in their respective media containing fetal bovine serum (FBS)
as recommended by ATCC. Cell lines were maintained in T-25 or T-75
flasks using prescribed cell culture conditions (5% CO2, 37 °C) with
media changes every 3–4 days. Cells were harvested on the same day
using trypsin-EDTA and stored in their respective media. Sterile
microfilters, either RIE-treated microfilters or unetched microfilters,
were placed in a 12-well plate with media. An empty well was used as
a control for cell growth, also with media. Approximately 1000 cells
were placed on each filter, or in an empty well, and were incubated in
a humidified incubator at 5% CO2 and 37 °C for 3–7 days.

For calculating the proliferation of T24 cells on RIE treated filters, un-
treated filters and culture wells, the following experiments were per-
formed. Media was placed into all wells on a 12 well plate, 3 RIE filters
and 3 untreated filterswere placed into individualwells. Approximately
1000 T24 cells were enumerated and spiked onto the 3 RIE filters, 3 un-
treatedfilters or into 3 empty culturewells. The platewas incubated in a
humidified incubator at 5% CO2 and 37 °C for 3 days. After 3 days, all 9
wells samples were fixed, stained and imaged using a Carl Zeiss
AxioCam camera (Carl Zeiss). Zen Blue analysis software (Carl Zeiss)
quantified the number of DAPI cell signals in each well. The average
number of cells per mm2 after 3 days of culture were calculated in trip-
licate, for equal comparison.

In conjunction with direct spike in experiments, we tested the ef-
fects of the filtration process on the cell viability and phenotypic growth
characteristics after filtration for the T24, U251 and U87 cell lines. Filter
types, RIE or untreated, were placed into a microfilter holder (Creatv
MicroTech, Inc.), approximately 1000 cells were spiked into media
and filtered as previously described [4,6,23]. After filtration,microfilters
were then placed in a 12-well platewithmedia andwere incubated in a
humidified incubator at 5% CO2 and 37 °C for 3–7 days.

For determining capture efficiency and effect on cell viability during
filtration, CellTracker™ Orange Cell Viability Dye was used [24]. Cancer
cell lines were labeled in culturewith CellTracker™Orange (Invitrogen,
cat #34551) according to manufacturer's protocols, after incubation
with 5 μm CellTracker™ Orange the cells were washed to remove re-
maining dye. CellTracker™ Orange is an intracellular viability marker
that is only retained when cells remain alive. Approximately 100 dyed
cells were enumerated, added to 3 ml of normal whole blood, diluted
with 3 ml PBS and filtered as previously described [5,6,12,23]. After fil-
tration the CellTracker™ Orange was fixed within the cell, according to
manufacturer's protocols, and labeled with DAPI. Filters were mounted,
imaged and enumerated for capture efficiency of viable cells. Only cells
positive for both CellTracker™ Orange and DAPI were considered for
calculating capture efficiency, all experiments were run in duplicate
(Supplementary Fig.1).

For staining cytokeratin (CK), after 3, or 7, days the filters/slides
were then rinsed, fixed, and stained by an antibody cocktail of CK 8
and 18 conjugated to fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) dye
(eBioscience, San Diego, CA) as previously described [4–6]. CK 8 is usu-
ally used together with CK 18 to differentiate cancer cells in blood [4–6].
To visualize cell nucleus, cells were stained with 4ʹ,6-diamidino-2-
phenylindole (DAPI) (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA). The cells were an-
alyzed using an Olympus BX54WI fluorescence microscope with a Carl
Zeiss AxioCam camera (Carl Zeiss MicroImaging, Thornwood, NY).

SEM imaging of cells growing asmonolayers and clusters was run as
previously described [23]. Briefly, approximately 1000 cancer cell lines,
U87 or U251, were spiked onto filters within a 12 well plate and with
media. The plate was incubated in a humidified incubator at 5% CO2

and 37 °C for 7 days. Media was removed and replaced with 2.5% solu-
tion of Glutaraldehyde for 1 h at 4 °C. Filters were washed in DI water
at room temp for 30 min then serially dehydrated in 70%, 80%, 90%



Fig. 1. A cross-sectional SEM micrograph of ~2 μm thick AAO membrane with well-
ordered perpendicular to the surface pores and a barrier layer that is partially removed
on the membrane edge.
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and 100% ethanol for 2 min per each solution. Samples were dried, po-
sitioned onto a sample pin stub, and placed in a desiccator until imaged
using a Phenom ProX Desktop Scanning Electron Microscope
(NanoScience Instruments).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. AAO membrane fabrication

The conventional method for AAO template fabrication for
nanofabrication is amulti-step process of anodic oxidation of aluminum
foil involving themanipulation of a freestanding fragile AAOmembrane
[21,22]. It has been demonstrated that thin AAO templates can be fabri-
cated directly on a Si wafer [25,26]. In order to improve long range pore
ordering of the fabricated membrane, a multistep anodization process
was employed. The process started with a 1.3–1.6-μm thick aluminum
film, part of it is consumed by anodization and alumina dissolution
until finally ~500 nm-thick well-ordered AAO membrane remained on
a Si wafer. Our goal is to develop a simple, robust, one-step method, in
which an AAOmembrane acts as an etchingmask after a single-step an-
odization of a thin aluminum film deposited directly on the polymer
surface.

For this purpose, an aluminum film of high purity and very low
roughness is required. In addition, relatively long anodization times
were employed to allow for the rearranging of the AAO cells and to re-
duce the number of defects and dislocations [27]. Three different alumi-
num film thicknesseswere prepared. The 2 μmaluminum filmwas used
to evaluate the quality of the AAO fabricated on the polymer surface.
Then AAO was fabricated from 1-and 0.5-μm- thick Al films and used
as an etching mask for polymer surface nanopatterning. To achieve
very low surface roughness, Al evaporation parameters were first opti-
mized using Si wafer as a substrate, achieving 4.45–5.13 nm rms rough-
ness over 1 mm area. These parameters were used for Al deposition on
the polymer surface. Al anodization was conducted in 0.3 M oxalic acid
at 10 °C and a constant voltage of 40 V with current density of
~3 mA/cm2, which led to a self-ordered pore array. During the first sec-
onds of Al oxidation, the current drops abruptly as a result of the forma-
tion of the planar oxide barrier layer. Then, the current gradually
increases and after a few minutes reaches its maximum, slightly drops
and remains constant through the end of the anodization process. The
increase in current is characteristic for porous AAO formation,
nucleating the pores, while a constant current value, indicates that the
original disordered pores are becoming hexagonally ordered, implying
that stationary pore growth has been attained [28]. Anodization was
performed until all Al was used up and monitored by the drop in the
current value and its color change to purple. Tomake sure no Al film re-
mains underneath, the membrane was detached and placed up-side
down for the examination. Fig. 1 shows a cross-sectional SEM micro-
graph of a ~2 μm-thick AAOmembrane with self-aligned pores perpen-
dicular to the surface. An hemispherical shell with homogeneous
thickness of ~40 nm known as the barrier layer that developed at the
bottom of every nanopore during the anodization process is seen on
the membrane top. At the membrane edge, the barrier layer is partially
removed and pores are visible. A very low Al roughness and a long an-
odization time have allowed the fabrication of straight pores for all pre-
pared thicknesses of aluminum film.

3.2. RIE of the filters via AAO

The anisotropic etching of the polymer surface via the AAO etching
mask was performed using ICP-RIE. AAO membranes 1 and 0.5 μm
thick were used as the etching masks. To enlarge the pore diameter
and to remove the barrier layer, a sample was immersed into a 5%
H3PO4 solution for 40–60 min29. In some experiments, to increase the
pore sizes and to fully open the barrier layer, in addition to the wet
chemical etching by 5%H3PO4we used Cl2 and BCl3 RIE [29]. An approx-
imately 1 μm-thick AAO membrane with straight pores of 50–80 nm in
diameter, and the CellSieve™ microfilter surface etched via this mem-
brane by RIE for 2 min, are shown in Fig. 2a, b. The CellSieve™
microfilter surface has well-defined imprints from AAO membrane
made by plasma etching through it (Fig. 2). The fact the etch pattern is
not uniform, can be explained as not all pores in the AAO membrane
have been fully opened for plasma to etch. The use of ~0.5 μm thick
AAO mask and the same etching parameters resulted in deep polymer
etching. Fig. 2c shows a cross-sectional SEM image of the ~0.5 μm
thick AAO mask and the etched polymer surface created. As a compari-
son, an untreatedmicrofilter has a smooth filter surface, Fig. 2d. Further
optimization of the etching parameters is needed to tailor the pore size
and density on the polymer surface.

3.3. Mask-less RIE of the microfilters

We also performed O2 RIE of polymermicrofilter without an etching
mask. Plasma etching involves degradation of the polymer chains due to
ion bombardment (physical etching and anisotropic) and chemical sur-
face reactions due to radical reactions (chemical modification and iso-
tropic). Both physical and chemical processes are always present
during plasma treatment and never isolated from each other. Chamber
pressure and beam energy are the main parameters that allow to con-
trol etching anisotropy. The lower the chamber pressure and the higher
the plasma energy, the more anisotropic the resulting etching will be,
displaying larger changes in the surface topography [30–32]. We varied
O2 flow rate and plasma power to achieve different surface topography.
Fig. 3 shows SEM images of the surface topographies obtained at the
same power of 150 W, etching time of 10 min and various O2 flow
rates. Homogeneous patterns with bumps or fibrils were observed on
the microfilter surface depending on the plasma parameters similar to
those observed on PETfilms after O2 plasma [31]. Chemicalmodification
of polymermicrofilter by O2 RIE changes surface properties fromhydro-
phobic to hydrophilic. The contact angle of water on the surface de-
creased from about 90° to 0° after the O2 RIE for 5 min (at an RF
power of 150 W).

3.4. Cell culture

Proper growth properties while culturing cancer cells is essential for
drug development and cancer research. Synthetically fabricated



Fig. 2. SEM images of the surface topographies obtained by plasma ething via the AAO membranes and untreated filter surface. (a) Top (insert) and cross-sectional SEM images of the
~1 μm thick AAO membrane with pore diameters in the range of 50–80 nm; (b) a SEM image of the microfilter surface etched by O2 RIE for 2 min via this AAO membrane (c) a cross-
sectional SEM image of the ~0.5 μm thick AAO mask and etched microfilter surface (d) a SEM image of the untreated filter surface not altered by etching.
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nanotopography such as nanometer size wires, posts, pits and gratings
has been shown to influence cell morphology, alignment, adhesion, mi-
gration, and proliferation [14,30–32]. Chen et al. [17] demonstrated dif-
ferential adhesion preference of cancer cells to RIE-generated
nanorough glass surfaceswhen compared to normal blood cells. Studies
were undertaken to characterize and compare the influence of polymer
surface topography generated by RIE on cancer cell culture, we choose 3
cancer cell lines, known to grow as monolayers (bladder T24 and glio-
blastoma U251 cell line) or as structures (U87 form spheroids/domes).
Cells added to filters and cultured for 3 days on the two types of polymer
microfilters, or in an emptywell, were examined under the invertedmi-
croscope Supplementary Fig.2. On day 0, approximately 1000 cells were
used for each sample. By day 3, distinct patterns of growthwere seen on
the filters in all the cell lines. Cell growth patterns of T24 and U251cells
in the empty culture wells appeared flat and formed the normal mono-
layer culture pattern [33–36]. On the untreated filters, the T24 contin-
ued to grow as the standard monolayer culture pattern (Fig. 4a, c, e)
[33]. Interestingly, on the RIE treated filters, the T24 began forming clus-
ters of domed patterns similar to the U87 cells line [35] (Fig. 4b, d, f and
Fig. 5), suggesting that RIE treated filters do in fact effect the standard
growth patterns of monolayering cell types. These patterns, monolayer
versus structured growth, can further be observed by the visualization of
DAPI from the T24 cells, Figs. 4c and d. The proliferation of these T24
cells was then tested and shown to be identical between standard
plate culture, untreated filters and RIE treated filters suggesting that
the change in the tertiary growth structure does not affect cell prolifer-
ation (Supplementary Fig. 2).With highmagnification images of nuclei,
one can compare the 3D growth on the RIE-modifiedmicrofilter, where
nuclei can be seen on 3 separate Z-planes, Fig. 5a.We then applied these
observations to the entire filtration process by comparing more specifi-
cally whether the monolayering phenotype of U251 glioblastoms [35]
and the spheroid phenotype of U87 glioblastoma [35] were altered by
the filtration of cells. After cells were filtrated and incubated for 7 days
in culture,filterswere removed and imaged. U251 cell growth remained
Fig. 3. SEM images of the surface topographies obtained at the same plasma power of 15
as a monolayer on the filters, Fig. 5b shows a single image of the cul-
tured cells and microfilter pores seen on the same plane. U87 cells on
the microfilters grew as large domed spheroid structures, Fig. 5c, d
shows cultured cells imaged on two planes, the microfilter in focus
(Fig. 5c) or the cell dome in focus (Fig. 5d). The growth patterns ob-
served suggests that both RIE treated and non-treated filters allow for
distinct multidimensional structured growth of various cell lines. Fur-
ther, RIE-treatment of filters can affect the growth patterns of certain
monolayering cell lines, i.e. T24, by inducing amultidimensional growth
phenotype.

To further characterize the phenotypic changes between cells grown
on non-treated filters and RIE-treated filters, we stained for the inter-
mediate filament cytokeratin. Expression of cytokeratins (CK) 8 and
18 was detected by immunofluorescence staining using anti-CK 8/18
antibodies conjugated with FITC. Nuclei were counterstained with
DAPI (blue). T24 cells on untreated filters grew in 2D formats of flat
monolayers expressing low-levels of diffuse CK 8/18 (Fig. 4e). However,
when T24 cells were cultured on the microfilters, treated by RIE, they
formed clustered islands and expressed high-levels of CK8/18, in fila-
mentous structures (Fig. 4f). One can theorize that as cytokeratins inter-
act with desmosomes and hemidesmosomes, collaborating to cell-cell
adhesion, this may explain why there is increased cytokeratin expres-
sion in the structured forms. However, this study focused on the surface
topography alteration of filters, and the observations of CK phenotype
differences calls for further studies to characterize these events. While
further studies are now needed to determine the distinct biological
pathways altered by the two substrates, this data suggests that RIE
treatment creates a surface, which has a distinct and biologically sepa-
rate growth patterns than that of untreated filers.

We have shown that certain cancer cell lines can be induced into
structured clusters by taking the image of the cell nuclei in different
focal planes, Fig. 5a. The discrepancies in the CK8/18 expression be-
tween adherent T24 monolayering on filters and T24 cluster formation
highlight the importance of the microenvironment and should be
0 W, etching time 10 min and various O2 flow: (a) 45 sccm (b) 20 sccm (c) 10 sccm.



Fig. 4. Fluorescence microscope images of bladder cancer T24 cells cultured on an
untreated and on a RIE-treated microfilter. (a) DAPI visualization of cultured T24 on an
untreated microfilter can be seen on a single Z plane from monolayered growth.
(b) DAPI visualization of T24 on a RIE treated microfilter DAPI signals are on various Z
planes form clustered growth. (c) 40× magnification of the nuclei on untreated
microfilter (d) 40× magnification of the nuclei on a RIE treated microfilter.
(e) Expression of CK8, 18 of cells is seen by immunofluorescence staining using anti-
CK8/18 antibodies conjugated with FITC (green), which appears weak and diffuse.
(f) Expression of CK8, 18 of cells from the RIE treated filters, which appear intense and
striated.

Fig. 5. Cell culture microscope images taken on the different Z focal planes for the RIE-
modified surface. (a) Images of DAPI on 3 separate planes show that the T24 cell line
grew as a multidimensional structure, ~3–4 cell layers high, on the RIE treated
microfilter. (b) Representative U251 cell line growing on the microfilter as a monolayer
on a filter. (c) Representative image of a cell line growing as a domed structure on a
filter. The microfilter can be seen in focus, but the cell dome appears out of focus and
hazy. (d) The top of the U87 cell line dome can be seen in focus, but as it is on a
separate plane, the microfilter is now out of focus.
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further investigated. These results demonstrated that surface
nanotopography created by RIE can facilitate growth of cancer cells
into clustering domes and thus structuresmore similar to tumors grow-
ing in vivo.Using known spheroid forming cell lines, we further demon-
strated that the filtration and subsequent culture allow for the retention
of known3D tumor growth patterns andwith certain nanotopographies
can induce structures in otherwise monolayering cell types.
4. Summary and conclusions

We propose a simple method to alter surface properties of commer-
cially available polymermicrofilters for efficient and structured cell cul-
ture. We have demonstrated that bladder and glioblastoma cancer cell
morphology and behavior are influenced by RIE-created surface
nanotopography, but not the filtration process. To broaden the
spectrum of nanotopographies that could be obtained on themicrofilter
surface, we used RIEwithoutmasking andwith the AAOmembrane as a
mask. We have demonstrated that a thin AAO membrane with straight
pores can be fabricated directly on a polymer surface. The changes in
cell culture on RIE-modified surface may be attributed to the high sur-
face area of the nanostructured polymer, increased surface hydropho-
bicity, and diminished cell-to-substrate physical contact. The use of
the same microfilter for both CTC isolation from blood and for cell cul-
ture can reduce cell loss, minimize cell damage, and facilitate cell
growth, while providing a simple and rapid workflow. Though prelimi-
nary, we must now assess the pharmacokinetic differences between
monolayering and structured formation on the RIE treated filters using
standard cell lines. In this study we tested and optimized the parame-
ters required to grow commercial cell lines asmonolayer or as 3D struc-
tures. We must now determine if the filter alterations described herein
are applicable on patient derived CTCs, and if patient derived CTCs be-
have in a similar manner to cell lines. Interestingly, preliminary patient
studies have shown that CTCs, from breast, prostate and colorectal pa-
tients, can be isolated using the methods described in this manuscript
and that the cells remain viable for ex vivo studies [24]. Future studies
will also include the addition of cancer patient CTCs, and co culture of
stromal cells, to determine what topography is optimal for culture of
cancer cells for use in screening drug applicable targets.
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